
Next week in Animal Behaviour
Lecture 28: Communication II

Lecture 29: Habitat and migration

Lecture 30: Aggression

Text chapters 12, 13, 14...

LAB: Project 2 help session

Make-up discussion on Nov. 13

...and next online discussion on Nov. 20

Animal communication

1. What is it?
What does it mean?
• Honesty, deception, eavesdropping, signals & cues

How do animals communicate?
• Sensory modalities, form and function

2. How do communication systems evolve?
What factors shape the evolution of signals?
Where do signals come from in the first place?

3. How does it work? Why do signals exist at all?
Deception and the maintenance of signal honesty

4. Case study: birdsong and language

What is communication?

sender receiver
signal

information

decision
and response

The process in which a sender uses a specially 
evolved signal to modify the behaviour of a receiver
• implies that response must benefit sender on average
• response may have + or – effect on receiver fitness

What is communication?

change in receiver’s fitnesschange in receiver’s fitness

change in sender’s 
fitness

positive negative/zero

positive true communication/
honesty

manipulation/
deception

negative/zero eavesdropping/
exploitation

-no signal-

=signal =signal

=cue

Who benefits?
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Signalling specific information

Eavesdropping

• when receivers pick up on cues that are not designed 
for information transfer

Example: owl hears mouse rustling in leaf litter

• OR the use of information in signals by individuals that 
are not the primary (intended) target

Example: female observes interaction between two males

Deceit

• sender benefits, receiver is harmed 
(or effect on receiver can be neutral)

Examples: codebreakers (bolas 
spiders), Batesian mimics (false coral 
snakes)  

What could receivers do?

• ignore the signal

Why would receivers continue to pay 
attention to a dishonest signal?

• must be a net benefit...



How do animals communicate?

Sensory modalities:

• olfactory/chemical

• auditory

• visual

• tactile/vibrational

• electrical

Signal property Sensory modalitySensory modalitySensory modalitySensory modality

Range

Transmission

Around objects?

Fade-out

Sender location

Production cost

Olfactory Auditory Visual Tactile

long long medium short

slow fast fast fast

yes yes no no

slow fast fast fast

difficult varies easy easy

low high medium low

Form and function

Form and function in great tits

Iran

England

The influence of the environment

P. affinis

In Phylloscopus warblers, the light environment has 
influenced the evolution of body colours that males flash 
during territorial signalling.

P. proregulus



The influence of the environment The influence of the environment

Where do signals come from?

Two general scenarios:
• Sender precursors: signals arise from inadvertent cues, or 
as a byproduct of some activity performed in a specific context
• Receiver precursors: signal givers tap into pre-existing 
perceptual mechanisms of receivers

Where do signals come from?

sender receiver
signal

information

decision
and response



A model for signal evolution

Think of these scenarios as pre-adapted links in the chain...
• sender precursors = start at step 1
• receiver precursors = start at step 2
...note that both can occur simultaneously

Evolutionary steps
1. Association between sender-produced 
cue and a condition (message)
2. Perception of cue by the receiver
3. Decision rule of receiver (meaning)
4. Response of receiver ri
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Signal evolution

Receiver precursors: receivers have pre-existing 
responses to particular stimuli; the response pre-dates 
the evolution of the signal (e.g. sensory exploitation)

female waxwings are 
attracted to red

female water mites are 
attracted to vibrations

male waves mimic copepod prey

Receiver precursors: receivers have pre-existing 
responses to particular stimuli; the response pre-dates 
the evolution of the signal (e.g. sensory exploitation)

Sender precursors: pre-adaptations of the sender 
that convey information inadvertently (initially)

Signal evolution

Receiver precursors –> selection then acts on sender
• ritualization

Sender precursors –> selection then acts on receiver
• perceptual tuning
• stereotypic response

Ritualization makes it recognizable

• simplification = reduction of 
the number of components

• exaggeration of remaining 
components

• repetition

• stereotypy = reduction of 
variance of a behaviour during 
repeated renditions

Ritualization: refinement of an 
inadvertent cue into a signal



Example: least auklets do not have crests, but females prefer 
males with larger crests

Receiver precursors?

model
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BUT: related auklet species do have 
crests, and it is possible that least auklets 
did at one in the past as well (i.e. they may 
have lost the trait but kept the response). 

Example: striped plateau lizards that have lost blue abdominal 
patches still respond to them 

A response can be an evolutionary relic

colour of opponent
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Example: female long-tailed finches and zebra finches prefer 
males wearing white “crests”, despite a lack of crests in related 
species

Evidence for receiver precursors

The response was found in 
species that lack the signal trait 

in their evolutionary history.

Example: in swordtail fish, the preference for long “sword” tails 
evolved before the “sword” tails themselves 

Evidence for receiver precursors

females 
prefer swords

The response pre-dates the 
evolution of the signal, 

consistent with the receiver 
precursor scenario.



Precursors can be other signals

Signal co-option: when senders use signals that initially 
evolved in one context for some other function (i.e. the sender 
precursor is a signal used in some other context)

Example: in spotted bowerbirds, an historic male-male 
aggressive signal is now used in courtship...


